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BELFOR Environmental is a subsidiary of BELFOR Holdings,  
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largest disaster management company in the world. 
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QUALITY, CONFIDENTIALITY AND SERVICE 
Call our 24-hour emergency hotline

1-800-930-0011 or visit  
www.belforenvironmental.com

SINGLE-SOURCE SOLUTIONS
BELFOR Environmental manages hundreds of abatement 
projects annually, including renovations, soil remediation, 
demolitions, retrofitting, and emergency response.

We  have developed and designed abatement service programs 
to provide cost-effective solutions for all types of abatement 
projects including:

 • Asbestos
 • Lead
 • Mold
 • Contaminated Soil
 • Hazardous Materials
 • Chemical Removals
 • Structural or Equipment Decontamination and   
  Demolition

 

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
In addition to standard asbestos service, we excel at abatement 
projects complicated by other regulated hazardous materials.  
We are uniquely qualified to provide decontamination and 
demolition, soil removal, or nearly any other mitigation service 
involving most hazardous materials.

Our clients are diverse -- from small residential homeowners 
to large sophisticated industrial plants.  We handle abatement 
projects in every major industry, including government, 
healthcare, housing, energy, petroleum, chemical, steel, 
transportation, industrial, and small commercial business.

WE GET IN, GET THE JOB DONE AND GET OUT
BELFOR Environmental managers oversee each project from 
start to finish, regardless of size.  Jobs are evaluated on an 
individual basis with confidentiality and discretion.

Whether working with a consulting group, or directly with 
the facility or safety manager, we have the proper staff and 
equipment to safely execute any project on time and within 
budget.

SAFETY 
Safety and regulatory compliance are at the core of all BELFOR 
Environmental projects. All employees are trained as required 
by OSHA regulations. Local, state and federal agencies are 
provided required permits and notifications.  All waste is 
disposed of properly,


